LANDMARKS OF EARLY CARTOGRAPHY

In the same series, the following will also appear in summer 1994:

LUCAS JANSZ WAGHENEAER
DE SPIEGHEL DER ZEEVAERDT
(MARINER'S MIRROR)
1942-1945
the world's first nautical atlas
47 maps reproduced by photo-litho offset in six colours
With a supplementary introduction by Dr. C. Kooiman (The Netherlands)
and an English translation of the Dutch text on navigation
Size: 30 x 42 cm, 128 pages, bound
Price before publication (approx.): £ 60.00/ $ 100—/DM 400—
Price after publication (approx.): £ 40.00/ $ 65—/DM 265—
The Ortelius and Waghenear Atlases can be ordered
through your bookseller or directly from the agency
ELSEVIER PUBLISHING COMPANY
J. J. van GALENGRAAF, AMSTERDAM
THE NETHERLANDS
The address of your bookseller is:

ABRAHAM ORTELIUS

THEATRUM ORBIS TERRARUM
1570
the first edition of the first modern world atlas
53 maps reproduced by photo-litho offset in six colours
With a supplementary introduction by Dr. C. Kooiman (The Netherlands)
Size: 30 x 48 cm, 128 pages, bound
Price before publication (approx.): £ 60.00/ $ 100—/DM 400—
Price after publication (approx.): £ 40.00/ $ 65—/DM 265—

DESCRIPTION

ABRIS TERRARUM

CONTENTS OF THE THEATRUM

BIBLIOGRAPHICAL NOTES CONCERNING THIS REPRODUCTION OF THE THEATRUM